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Linkages/Spillovers - Externalities

• Attracting FDI is a policy priority in many developing 
countries.
• Provide jobs and capital, but also new technology and knowledge. 

• Assumption: Entering MNEs are technologically superior to domestic firms.

• Interactions/linkages can lead to knowledge transfers 
to the domestic sector, leading to productivity 
improvements.

• Many different mechanisms but disentangling these 
empirically have been challenging.
• Conflicting empirical evidence on the nature of spillovers and limited evidence 

on the underlying mechanisms.
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Conceptual distinctions (1)

• Innovation versus diffusion – localization versus 
urbanization effects.

• Traditional approach - indirect approach to measuring 
knowledge/technology spillovers.
• Study the link between increased presence of MNEs in a sector and productivity 

improvements in local domestic firms in the same sector (horizontal spillovers) 
or in local domestic firms in other sectors through upstream or downstream 

mechanisms (vertical spillovers).

• Distinction between indirect spillovers/externalities and 
actual direct technology transfers may be important
• Arrow (1969): Knowledge diffusion often requires direct interaction; knowledge 

diffusion is not an automatic process.

• Hirschman (1958): In countries with less absorptive capacity and weaker 
industrial linkages, MNEs are less likely to generate positive externalities (risk of 
generating enclave economies).
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Conceptual distinctions (2)
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BUT do these vertical
linkages happen through
”direct” and/or ”indirect” 
interactions between
MNEs and domestic firms?

And does industrial structure/
economic complexity matter
for the linkages realized?



Questions we aimed at answering

• Do indirect FDI spillover mechanisms depend on 
inter-industry linkages and underlying industrial 
structures?
• Does lack of economic complexity will limit the scope for 

knowledge/technology diffusion of FDI spillover externalities?

• Are FDI spillover externalities (all else equal) less likely to occur in 
countries where absorptive capacity is weak (Africa) as compared to 
countries with more complex industrial structures (Asia)?

• What role do direct (contractual) linkages play for 
improving capabilities?
• The association between economic complexity and direct technology 

transfers not well studied.
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Simple Questions

• Are we able methodologically to distinguish between 
indirect/externalities and direct technology spillovers?
• EER - Newman et al. (2015)

• If so, do we observe cross-country differences in the 
probability of a local manufacturing firm receiving   
direct technology transfer from FDIs/MNEs?
• If so, can we identify features that facilitate direct technology 

transfers?

• Are direct knowledge transfers more likely to occur 
through FDI than through trade? 
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Outputs
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Identifying Direct Knowledge Transfers 

• Purpose sampling using a methodological triangulation 
approach
• 7 countries (Cambodia, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Uganda and 

Vietnam)

• Structure: (1) IPAs – (2) FDIs/MNEs – (3) (i) competitors , (ii) domestically owned 
industrial suppliers of FDIs/MNEs and (iii) domestically owned industrial 
customers of FDIs/MNEs. 

• Outcome: Seven detailed interview reports (one for each 
country) focused on identifying direct FDI spillover 
mechanisms.
• 102 FDI/MNE observations/interviews

• 226 domestic firm observations/interviews

• Conclusion: Identification of customer/supplier links not straight forward

• Illustration
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Identifying Links: Vietnam
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Identifying Links: Kenya
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Identifying Links: Kenya
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Red – JSC with majority foreign ownership 

Very few forward linkages  
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Illustration of Horizontal Spillovers

• Domestic 
firm answers

• FDI/MNC 
answers

86% “linkage” 
consistency –
very high
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Illustration of Vertical Linkages (1)

Domestic (local) firm sample
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Illustration of Vertical Linkages (2)

FDI/MNE answers
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Results

• Very few direct linkages between MNEs and domestic 
firms in Sub-Saharan Africa as compared to Asia. 

• BUT when linkages are present = more likely to lead 
to direct knowledge/technology transfers from MNEs 
to domestic firms.
• In SSA, a large part of the successful direct vertical transfers of knowledge 

done by formal contractual arrangements.

• Direct knowledge/technology transfers are more likely 
to occur through FDI than through trade. 
• This is consistent with the view that tacit knowledge transfers are more likely 

to occur through localized linkages.

• Economic complexity and direct vs. indirect spillovers?
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Discussion

• Should we expect as much of FDI in terms of 
improving capabilities in Africa?
• Innovation / diffusion

• Are targeted industrial policies even more important in 
Africa than it was in Asia?
• Economic complexity
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